A strategy for constructing dynamic programs is introduced that utilises periodic computation of auxiliary data from scratch and the ability to maintain a query for a limited number of change steps. It is established that if some program can maintain a query for log n change steps after an AC 1 -computable initialisation, it can be maintained by a first-order dynamic program as well,
Introduction
Updating the result of a query after a small change to a relational database is an important problem. A theoretical framework for studying when a query can be updated in a declarative fashion was formalised by Patnaik and Immerman [12] , and Dong, Su, and Topor [5] . In their formalisation, a dynamic program has a set of logical formulas that update a query after the insertion or deletion of a tuple. The formulas may use additional auxiliary relations that, of course, need to be updated as well. The queries maintainable in this way via first-order formulas constitute the dynamic complexity class DynFO. Recent work has confirmed that DynFO is quite a powerful class, since it captures, e.g., the reachability query for directed graphs [2] , and can even take care of pretty complex change operations [13] .
In this paper, we introduce a general strategy for dynamic programs that further underscores the expressive power of DynFO. For a complexity class C and a function f , we call a query Q (C, f )-maintainable, if there is a dynamic program (with first-order definable updates) that, starting from some input structure A and auxiliary relations computed in C from A, can answer Q for f (|A|) many steps, where |A| denotes the size of the universe of A.
We feel that this notion might be interesting in its own right. However, in this paper we concentrate on the case where C is (uniform) AC 1 and f (n) = log n. We show that
Preliminaries
We assume familiarity with first-order logic FO and other notions from finite model theory [9, 10] . Some further notation regarding MSO logic and types will be introduced in Section 6. In this paper we consider finite relational structures over relational signatures Σ = {R 1 , . . . , R , c 1 , . . . , c m }, where each R i is a relation symbol with a corresponding arity Ar(R i ), and each c j is a constant symbol. A Σ-structure A consists of a finite domain A, a relation R A i ⊆ A Ar(Ri) , and a constant c A j ∈ A, for each i ∈ {1, . . . , }, j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Sometimes, especially in Section 3, we consider relational structures as relational databases This is basically a different terminology that is common in the context of dynamic complexity, since the original motivation for considering the class DynFO came from relational databases. In particular, the class DynFO will be defined as a class of queries of arbitrary arity.
However, we will mostly consider Boolean queries over structures with a single binary relation symbol E, which can equivalently be viewed as decision problems for graphs G = (V, E). For a set U ⊆ V , G[U ] denotes the induced subgraph (U, E ∩ (U × U )).
We will often use structures that have a linear order ≤ and compatible ternary relations encoding arithmetical operations + and × or a binary BIT relation on the universe. We write FO(+, ×) or FO(BIT) to emphasise that we allow first-order formulas to use such additional relations. 1 We also use that FO(+, ×) = FO(BIT) [9] .
A tree decomposition (T, B) of G consists of a (rooted) tree T = (I, F, r) and a function B : I → 2
V such that (1) for all v ∈ V , the set {i ∈ I | v ∈ B(i)} is non-empty, (2) for all (u, v) ∈ E, there is an i ∈ I with {u, v} ⊆ B(i), and (3) the subgraph T [{i ∈ I | v ∈ B(i)}] is connected. We refer to the number of children of a node of T as its degree. We denote the parent node of a node i by p(i). The width of a tree decomposition is defined as the maximal size of a bag minus 1. The treewidth of a graph G is the minimal width among all tree decompositions of G. A tree decomposition is nice if (1) T has depth at most O(log n), (2) the degree of the nodes is at most 2, and (3) all bags are distinct. We use the following lemma which is an adaption of [7, Lemma 3.1] .
Lemma 1. For every graph of treewidth k, a nice tree decomposition of width 4k + 5 can be computed in logarithmic space.
Proof. Let G be a graph of treewidth k. By [7, Lemma 3.1] there is a tree decomposition (T, B) of width 4k + 3 that can be computed in logarithmic space, such that each non-leaf node has degree 2 and the depth is at most O(log n). We compose this algorithm with three further algorithms, each reading a tree decomposition T and transforming it into a tree decomposition T with a particular property. Since each of the four algorithms requires only logarithmic space, the same holds for their composition.
The first transformation algorithm produces a tree decomposition, in which for each leaf bag i it holds B(i) ⊆ B(p(i)). In particular, after this transformation, each bag of a leaf node i contains some graph node u(i) that does not appear in any other bag. This transformation inspects each node i separately and removes it if (1) B(i) ⊆ B(p(i)) and (2) there are no other graph nodes in any bag below i. Clearly, logarithmic space suffices for this.
The second transformation (inductively) removes an inner node i of degree 1 with a child i whenever B(i) ⊆ B(p(i)) or B(i) ⊆ B(i ) holds. For this transformation, only one linear i1, i1, i1) . The blue shaded area is the part of the tree contained in the triangle.
chain of nodes in T has to be considered at any time and therefore logarithmic space suffices again. Clearly, the connectivity property is not affected by these deletions.
The third transformation adds to every bag of an inner node i the nodes u(i 1 ) and u(i 2 ) of the leftmost and rightmost leaf nodes i 1 and i 2 of the subtree rooted at i, respectively. Here, we assume the children of every node to be ordered by the representation of T as input to the algorithm. After this transformation, each node of degree 2 has a different bag than its two children thanks to the addition of u(i 1 ) and u(i 2 ). Each node of degree 1 has a different bag than its child, since this was already the case before (and to both of them the same two nodes might have been added). Altogether, all bags are pairwise distinct and the bag sizes have increased by at most 2.
We emphasise that, whenever a leftmost graph node u(i 1 ) is added to B(i), it is also added to all bags of nodes on the path from i to i 1 and therefore the connectivity property is not corrupted. It is easy to see that the third transformation can also be carried out in logarithmic space.
In this paper we only consider nice tree decompositions, and due to property (3) of these decompositions we can identify bags with nodes from I.
For two nodes i, i of I, we write i i if i is in the subtree of T rooted at i and i ≺ i if, in addition, i = i. A triangle δ of T is a triple (i 0 , i 1 , i 2 ) of nodes from I such that i 1 i 0 , i 2 i 0 , and (1) i 1 = i 2 or (2) neither i 1 i 2 nor i 2 i 1 . In case of (2) we call the triangle proper, in case of (1) unary, unless i 0 = i 1 = i 2 in which we call it open. The subtree T (δ) induced by a triangle consists of all nodes j of T for which the following holds: Our main result refers to the complexity class (uniform) AC 1 whose definition can be found, e.g., in [16] . The precise definition of the class is not relevant for this paper. It suffices to know that it contains the classes LOGSPACE and NL and that it can be characterised as the class IND[log n] of problems that can be expressed by applying a first-order formula O(log n) times [9, Theorem 5.22]. Here, n denotes the size of the universe and the formulas can use built-in relations + and ×. Our proofs often assume that log n is a natural number, but they can be easily adapted to the general case.
Dynamic Complexity
We briefly repeat the essentials of dynamic complexity, closely following [14, 3] . The goal of a dynamic program is to answer a given query on an input database subjected to changes that insert or delete single tuples. The program may use an auxiliary data structure represented by an auxiliary database over the same domain. Initially, both input and auxiliary database are empty; and the domain is fixed during each run of the program.
A dynamic program has a set of update rules that specify how auxiliary relations are updated after a change of the input database. An update rule for updating an auxiliary relation T is basically a formula ϕ. As an example, if ϕ( x, y) is the update rule for auxiliary relation T under insertions into input relation R, then the new version of T after insertion of a tupleā to R is T def = { b | (I, Aux) |= ϕ( a, b)} where I and Aux are the current input and auxiliary databases. For a state S = (I, Aux) of the dynamic program with input database I and auxiliary database Aux we denote the state of the program after applying the change sequence α by P α (S). The dynamic program maintains a k-ary query Q if, for each non-empty sequence α of changes and each empty input structure I ∅ , relation Q in P α (S ∅ ) and Q(α(I ∅ )) coincide. Here, S ∅ = (I ∅ , Aux ∅ ), where Aux ∅ denotes the empty auxiliary structure over the domain of I ∅ , and α(I ∅ ) is the input database after applying α.
In this paper, we are particularly interested in maintaining queries for structures of bounded treewidth. There are several ways to adjust the dynamic setting to restricted classes C of structures. Here, we simply disallow change sequences that construct structures outside C. That is, in the above definition, only change sequences α are considered, for which each prefix transforms an initially empty structure into a structure from C. We say that a program maintains Q for a class C of structures, if Q contains its result after each change sequence α such that the application of each prefix of α to I ∅ yields a structure from C.
The class of queries that can be maintained by a dynamic program is called DynFO. Programs for queries in DynFO(+,×) have three particular auxiliary relations that are initialised as a linear order and the corresponding addition and multiplication relations.
We say that a query Q is in DynFO for a class C of structures, if there is a dynamic program that maintains Q for C.
The active domain adom(A) of a structure A contains all elements used in some tuple of A. A query Q is almost domain-independent if there is a c ∈ N such that Q(A) (adom(A)∪B) = Q(A (adom(A) ∪ B)) for all structures A and sets B ⊆ A \ adom(A) with |B| ≥ c. The following proposition adapts Proposition 7 from [3] .
Proposition 2. If a query
Proof sketch. The same statement is proved for weakly domain-independent queries in [3, Proposition 7] . A query Q is weakly domain-independent, if Q(S) adom(S) = Q(S adom(S)) for all structures S. A slight adaption of the simulation technique from that proof also works for almost domain-independent queries. The main difference is that the simulations have to be adapted in case a structure does not have at least c unused elements after some change operation. We explain the difference of the proofs and reuse the notation from [3] .
Let Q be an almost domain-independent query and c ∈ N the number for Q from the definition of almost domain-independence. As in [3] we construct, from a DynFO(+,×)-program P for Q, a DynFO-program P . We recall that n denotes the size of the universe and we denote the size of the active domain of the current structure, that is, the number of nodes used in E, by n E . to the first elements. More precisely, it relativises all quantifications used in update formulas to these elements and therefore simulates thread i with a domain with elements. When after some change less than c elements are not in the active domain, i.e. n − n E < c, then P determines the size n of the domain and discards all copies of thread i except for the copy i n . The thread i n will output the correct result in stage i.
Algorithmic Technique
There are alternative definitions of DynFO, where the initial structure is non-empty and the initial auxiliary relations can be computed within some complexity [12, 17] . However, in a practical scenario of dynamic query answering it is conceivable that the quality of the auxiliary relations decreases over time and that they are therefore recomputed from scratch at times. We formalise this notion by a relaxed definition of maintainability in which the initial structure is non-empty, the dynamic program is allowed to apply some preprocessing, and query answers need only be given for a certain number of change steps. We call a query Q (C, f )-maintainable, for some complexity class 2 C and some function f : N → R, if there is a dynamic program P and a C-algorithm A such that for each input database I over a domain of size n, each linear order ≤ on the domain, and each change sequence α of length |α| ≤ f (n), the relation Q in P α (S) and Q(α(I)) coincide where S = (I, A(I, ≤)).
Although we feel that (C, f )-maintainability deserves further investigation, in this paper we exclusively use it as a tool to prove that queries are actually maintainable in DynFO. To this end, we show next that every (AC 1 , log n)-maintainable query is actually in DynFO and prove later that the queries in which we are interested are (AC 1 , log n)-maintainable.
Theorem 3. Every (AC 1 , log n)-maintainable, almost domain-independent query is in
DynFO.
Proof sketch. Assume that a dynamic program P witnesses that an almost domain-independent query Q is (AC 1 , log n)-maintainable. Thanks to Proposition 2 it suffices to construct a dynamic program P that witnesses Q ∈ DynFO(+,×). We restrict ourselves to graphs, for simplicity.
The overall idea is to use a simulation technique similar to the ones used in [2] and [13] . We consider each application of one change as a time step. We refer to the graph after time step t as G t = (V, E t ). After each time step t, P starts a thread that uses 1 2 log n steps to compute the auxiliary relations for G t (using AC 1 = IND[log n]) and then another 1 2 log n steps to apply the log n changes of time steps t + 1, . . . , t + log n (two at a time). After these log n steps the thread is ready to answer query Q about G t+log n at time step t + log n. Since one such thread starts at every time point, the program can answer query Q, for each time point ≥ log n.
We next give more detail on the two phases and describe afterwards how to deal with earlier time points.
For the first phase, we make use of the equality
formula that is applied d log n times, for some d, to get the auxiliary relations for a given graph G and the given order ≤. The program P simply applies ψ to G t for 2d times during each time step, and thus the fixpoint of ψ is reached after 1 2 log n steps. The change operations that occur during these steps are not applied to G t directly but rather stored in some additional relation.
During the second phase the 1 2 log n stored change operations and the 1 2 log n change operations that happen during the next 1 2 log n steps are applied to the state after phase 1. To this end, it suffices for P to apply two changes during each time step by simulating two update steps of P. Since P can maintain Q for log n changes, at the end of phase 2, at time point t + log n, P can give the correct query answer for Q about G t+log n .
To enable P to answer Q also for time steps t < log n, it proceeds as follows. It starts a new thread at time 4 + 1 to time t the changes are applied, again two at a time and the thread is ready to answer Q at time point t. As at time t at most 2t elements are used by edges, the almost domain-independence of Q guarantees that the result computed by the thread relative to D t coincides with the D t -restriction of the query result for G t . The full query result for G t , possibly including tuples with elements from V \ D t , is obtained as follows: a tuplet is included in the query result, if it can be generated from a tuplet of the restricted query result by replacing elements from D t \ adom(G t ) by elements from V \ D t (under consideration of equality constraints among these elements).
The above presentation assumes a separate thread for each time point and each thread uses its own relations. These threads can be combined into one dynamic program as follows. We can safely assume that n ≥ log n and since at each time point at most log n threads are active, we can number them in a round robin fashion with numbers 1, . . . , n. The arity of all auxiliary relations is incremented by one and the additional dimension is used to indicate the number of the thread to which a tuple belongs.
Warm-up: 3-Colourability
In this section, we show that the 3-colourability problem 3Col for graphs of bounded treewidth can be maintained in DynFO. Given an undirected graph, 3Col asks whether its vertices can be coloured with three colours such that adjacent vertices have different colours.
Theorem 4. For every k, 3Col is in DynFO for graphs with treewidth at most k.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to a proof sketch for this theorem. Thanks to Theorem 3 and the fact that 3Col is almost domain-independent, it suffices to show that 3Col is (AC 1 , log n)-maintainable for graphs with treewidth at most k. In a nutshell, our approach can be summarised as follows. The During the following log n change operations, the dynamic program does not need to do much. It only maintains a set S of special bags: for each affected graph node v that participates in any changed (i.e. deleted or inserted) edge, S contains one bag in which v occurs. Also, if two bags are special, their least common ancestor is considered special and is included in S. It will be guaranteed that there are at most 4 log n special bags. With the auxiliary information, a first-order formula ϕ can test whether G is 3-colourable as follows. By existentially quantifying 8 variables, the formula can choose two bits of information for each of the at most 4 log n nodes in special bags. For each such node, these two bits are interpreted as encoding of one of three colours and all that the formula ϕ needs to do is checking that this colouring of the special bags can be extended to a colouring of G. This can be done with the help of the auxiliary relations computed during the initialisation which provide all necessary information about subgraphs induced by triangles consisting of special bags.
Before we give a detailed proof, we need some more notation. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and T = (I, F, r) a nice tree decomposition with bags of size at most . A colouring of a set U of vertices is just a mapping from U to {1, 2, 3}. An edge (u, v) is properly coloured if u and v are mapped to different colours. For a triangle δ, we say that a colouring C of B(δ) is consistent, if there exists a colouring C of the inner vertices of G(δ) such that all edges of G(δ) are properly coloured by C ∪ C . Recall that G(δ) only contains edges that involve at least one inner vertex.
We say that a tuplev(i) = (v 1 , . . . , v ) represents a tree node i ∈ I (or, the bag
Proof sketch (of Theorem 4). Let G = (V, E) be a graph of treewidth at most k.
The AC 1 initialisation first computes a nice tree decomposition T = (I, F, r) with bags of size at most = 4k + 6, together with . Also, it initialises relations ≤, BIT. Next, it computes the following auxiliary relations in a bottom-up fashion with respect to T . For each tuplec ∈ {1, 2, 3} 3 the auxiliary relation Rc contains all tuplesv(δ) from V 3 that represent some triangle δ such that Cc ,v is a consistent colouring of B(δ).
The auxiliary relations are computed inductively and bottom-up, that is, the auxiliary information for a tuple representing a triangle (i 0 , i 1 , i 2 ) is computed by using the information for the triangles rooted at the two children of i 0 . It will be easy to see that each inductive step can be defined by a first-order formula and, since T has depth O(log n), the induction reaches a fixpoint after O(log n) iterations. We recall that triangles can be open, unary or proper, depending on whether they are induced by a single bag, by two or by three bags. We
It only remains to describe how a first-order formula can check 3-colourability of G given the relation S and the relations Rc.
We note first that within log n steps at most 2 log n graph nodes can be affected resulting in at most 4 log n special tree nodes altogether (since each new special node can contribute at most one new least common ancestor of special nodes). That is, the set Z of graph nodes occurring in some tuple of S contains at most 4 log n nodes. A colouring of Z can be represented by 8 log n and can thus be guessed by a first-order formula by quantifying over 8 first-order variables x 1 , . . . , x 4 , y 1 , . . . , y 4 . More precisely, the j-th bits of x r and y r together represent the colour of the special node at position (r − 1) log n + j with respect to the linear order represented by N . The first-order formula can easily check that the colouring C of S represented by x 1 , . . . , x 4 , y 1 , . . . , y 4 is consistent for edges between special nodes and that for each clean triangle of T induced by special nodes it can be extended to a consistent colouring of the inner nodes. The latter information is available in the relations Rc.
MSO and GSO Queries
In this section, we show that for each k and each MSO-sentence ϕ the model checking problem for ϕ on structures of treewidth at most k is in DynFO.
After some definitions regarding MSO types, we will state a Feferman-Vaught-type composition theorem for the composition of at most O(log n) many structures that meet in a set C of at most O(log n) elements. We will show that if the structure is suitably extended by information about the types of the (disjoint) structures outside C, then MSO formulas can be replaced by first-order formulas. This part is formulated for arbitrary relational structures instead of graphs since we think it might be useful in other contexts as well.
Afterwards, we will use the Feferman-Vaught-type composition theorem to show the maintainability of MSO properties on structures of bounded treewidth. Finally, we explain how these results can be lifted to guarded second-order logic.
MSO-types
MSO-logic is the extension of first-order logic, which allows existential and universal quantification over set variables X, X 1 , . . .. The depth of a MSO formula is the maximum nesting depth of (second-order and first-order) quantifiers in the syntax tree of the formula. For a signature Σ and a natural number d ≥ 0, the depth-d MSO-type of a Σ-structure A is defined as the set of all MSO-sentences ϕ over Σ of quantifier depth at most d, for which A |= ϕ holds.
We also need to deal with situations, where we have to take a variable assignment and some additional elements of the structure into account, and therefore the general notion of types is slightly more involved. Let A be a Σ-structure andv = (v 1 , . . . , v m ) a tuple of elements from A. We write (A,v) for the structure over Σ ∪ {c 1 , . . . , c m } which interprets c i as v i , for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. For a set Y of first-order and second-order variables and an assignment α for the variables of Y, the depth-d MSO-type of (A,v, α) is the set of MSO-formulas with free variables from Y of depth d that hold in (A,v, α) .
We summarise some basic properties of types in the following. Unless not otherwise stated, type always refers to MSO-type. For any d < d the depth-d type of a structure results from its depth-d type by simply removing all formulas of depth larger than d .
For every depth-d type, there is a depth-d MSO formula α τ that is true in exactly the structures and for those assignments of type τ .
Each depth-d type τ induces a set of depth-(d − 1) types over Y ∪ {x} (assuming x ∈ Y) that can be realised in a structure of type τ , represented by the set of all formulas α τ for depth-(d − 1) types τ with free variables set Y ∪ {x}, for which ∃xα τ is in τ . We call a type τ , for which ∃x α τ is in τ , an x-realisation of τ . Likewise, a depth-(d − 1) type τ is an X-realisation for a depth-d type τ , if ∃X α τ is in τ . For more background on MSO-logic, types, and the above properties readers might consult, e.g., [10] .
A Feferman-Vaught-type composition theorem
In the following, we give an adaptation of the Feferman-Vaught-type composition theorem from [6] that will be useful for maintaining MSO properties.
Intuitively, the idea is very easy, but the formal presentation will come with some technical complications. For simplicity, we explain the basic idea for graphs first.
In a nutshell, we consider graphs G = (V, E) with a center C ⊆ V , such that the graph G[V − C] is a disjoint union of components D 1 − C, . . . , D − C, such that, for some w > 0, |D i ∩ C| ≤ w, for every i, all edges in E have both end nodes in C or in some D i , and for each i there is some element v i ∈ D i ∩ C that is not contained in any D j , for j = i.
In this case, we say that (C, D 1 , . . . , D , v 1 , . . . , v ) is a weak partition of G with center C, and connection width w. We refer to the sets D 1 , . . . , D as petals and the nodes v 1 , . . . , v as identifiers of their respective petals. We emphasise that is not assumed to be bounded by any constant, only by |C|.
Readers who have read the proof sketch for Theorem 4 can think of C as the set of vertices from special bags (plus one inner vertex per clean triangle as identifier).
Our goal is to show that, if a graph G with a weak partition of logarithmic center size is extended by the information about the MSO types of its petals in a suitable way, resulting in a structure G , then MSO formulas over G have equivalent first-order formulas over G .
In a first step, we show that, if (the center) of G is suitably extended by the information about the MSO types of its petals, then every MSO formula has an equivalent MSO formula whose quantification is restricted to C. 3 In a second step we show that, if in a MSO formula quantification is restricted to some node set C of logarithmic size then there is an equivalent (unrestricted) first-order formula.For the second step we assume that the graph has an additional relation that encodes subsets of C by bounded-size tuples over V .
In the following, we work out the above plan in more detail. We fix some relational signature Σ and assume that it contains a unary relation symbol C.
The definition of weak partitions easily carries over to general Σ-structures. In particular, tuples need to be entirely in C or in some petal D i . For every i, we call the set I i 
The set of all indicator structures of A relative to P for varying tuplesū i is denoted by S (A, P, w, d) .
We call a MSO-formula C-restricted, if all its quantified subformulas are of one of the following forms. Proof. The construction of ψ and the proof of its correctness is by induction on the structure of ϕ. As usual, this means that open formulas and variable assignments come into play. Here, the main technical complication arises from the fact that if, for some subformula ϕ of ϕ, a variable x is mapped to an element outside C, there is no direct way to mimic this by mapping x to an element of C (in the corresponding ψ ). We overcome this difficulty by mapping x to the indicator node of the petal and by carrying along the type of some node of that petal. Similarly, with set variables we assign (type) sets of (petal) identifiers.
Before we can state the induction hypothesis formally, we need some more notation. Let Y = Y 1 ∪ Y 2 , where Y 1 is a set of first-order variables and Y 2 a set of second-order variables. For a structure A with universe V , a Y-assignment α over A maps each x ∈ Y 1 to some element α(x) ∈ V and each X ∈ Y 2 to some set α(X) ⊆ V . 
We observe first that the statement of the proposition follows directly from this claim: since ϕ has no free variables, there is no α and therefore T = ∅, and we just get one C-restricted MSO formula ψ ∅ , fulfilling the equivalence. It therefore only remains to prove the claim, which can be done by induction.
Proof (of Claim 1).
Since the inductive step is straightforward for Boolean connectives, it suffices to prove the claim for atomic formulas and formulas of the kinds ∃x ϕ and ∃X ϕ . Base case: atomic ϕ. We describe the construction of ψ T for the three possible kinds of atomic formulas.
If ϕ is of the form x = y for two different variables x and y, there are several cases. If none of x and y is in Af(T ) then ψ T is just x = y (since both variables are meant to be mapped to nodes in C). If x, y ∈ X i for some pair (
implies that x and y are equal, then ψ T is chosen as . In all other cases, it is chosen as ⊥.
If ϕ is of the form R(x 1 , . . . , x k ), there are basically the same three cases. If none of 
Inductive step, case 1: ϕ = ∃x ϕ . In this case, ψ T can be chosen as a formula ∃x C(x) ∧ (ψ 1 ∨ ψ 2 ∨ ψ 3 ) , where ψ 1 takes care of assigments of x to nodes in C, ψ 2 of inner nodes of an affected petal of T and ψ 3 of inner nodes of unaffected petals.
, that is, corresponding to the choice of a node in C, as opposed to an inner node of some petal. More precisely, ψ 1 can be chosen as the formula ψ T corresponding to ϕ by induction, where the footprint T results from T by replacing (
. ψ 2 tests that x is assigned to an indicator element of some petal D i that was already affected in T , and checks that at least one of the x-realisations of T Y,d (D i ) holds. More precisely, we can choose ψ 2 as
where T i is the set of all footprints that result from T by replacing the pair (
, and by replacing in all other pairs the type by its depth d − 1 restriction, and ψ T denotes the corresponding formula, inductively guaranteed by the claim. ψ 3 tests that x is assigned to an indicator element of some petal D i that was not affected in T and checks that at least one of the x-realisations of the unique type τ for which R τ (x) holds, becomes true. We can choose ψ 3 as
where T ranges over all footprints that result from T by adding a pair ({x}, τ ), where τ is an x-realisation of τ , and replacing in all other pairs the type by its depth d − 1 restriction, and ψ T denotes the corresponding formula, inductively guaranteed by the claim.
Inductive step, case 2: ϕ = ∃X ϕ .
In this case, ψ T can be chosen as a formula ∃X∃(X τ ) τ (ψ 4 ∧ ψ 5 ), where τ ranges over all possible depth-(d − 1) types of petals for Σ-structures and Y 2 ∪ {X} assignments, ψ 4 ensures consistency of the chosen sets and ψ 5 "simulates" ϕ under the assumption that the sets are consistent. More precisely, ψ 4 tests that for all indicator elements v i of unaffected petals, there is exactly one type τ for which v i ∈ X τ and τ is an X-realisation of the type τ with
The formula ψ 5 is of the form T ψ T , where T ranges over all footprints that can be derived from T by picking an X-realisation for every occurring type T Y,d (D i ). It should be noted that the formulas ψ T are obtained from the formulas ψ T that are inductively guaranteed by the claim by a slight modification: all atoms of the form R τ (x) in ψ T have to be replaced by X τ (x). This accounts for the fact that the most recent information about types of unaffected petals is encoded in the relations X τ . The correctness of the formulas ψ T can be shown by induction on the structure of ϕ. Finally, the above proof is constructive, that is, ψ can be computed from ϕ.
To formalise the second step, we need some further notation. Let A be a structure with a unary relation C and a (k + 1)-ary relation Sub, for some k. We say that Sub encodes subsets of C if, for each subset C ⊆ C, there is a k-tuplet such that, for every element c ∈ C it holds c ∈ C if and only if (t, c) ∈ Sub. Clearly, such an encoding of subsets only exists if |V | k ≥ 2 |C| and thus if |C| ≤ k log |V |. 
MSO on structures of bounded treewidth
In this subsection we prove a dynamic version of Courcelle's Theorem: all MSO properties can be maintained in DynFO for graphs with bounded treewidth. More precisely, for a given MSO sentence ϕ we consider the model checking problem MC ϕ that asks whether a given graph G satisfies ϕ, that is, whether G |= ϕ holds. Thanks to Theorem 3 it suffices to show that MC ϕ is (AC 1 , log n)-maintainable for graphs G with treewidth at most k. We note that it is easy to see MSO-definable queries are almost domain-independent and the respective constant c depends only on the formula ϕ. The reason is that MSO-formulas can not make use of more than a constant number of isolated nodes. 5 The dynamic program that will be constructed in the proof works very similarly to the one of Theorem 4: during its initialisation it constructs a tree decomposition and appropriate MSO-types for all triangles. During the change sequence, a set C of special nodes is used that contains, for each affected graph node v, at least one bag containing v. The union of all bags represented by the set C induces a weak partition P and the dynamic program basically maintains an MSO indicator structure for G relative to P . Since there are only O(log n) many change steps, |C| = O(log n) and therefore Theorem 7 yields that from this auxiliary data it can be inferred in a first-order fashion whether G |= ϕ.
Proof (of Theorem 8).
Thanks to Theorem 3 and the fact that MSO queries are almost domain-independent it suffices to show that MC ϕ is (AC 1 , log n)-maintainable in DynFO for graphs with treewidth at most k. Let d be the quantifier depth of ϕ. 5 It should be mentioned that structures with a linear order ≤ do not have any isolated nodes. symbols c 1 , . . . , c 3 +1 . From these relations all ingredients needed to apply Theorem 7 can be first-order defined: a weak partition P with center C, an MSO indicator structure, and a relation Sub that encodes subsets of C.
The 
is τ , where v(δ) denotes the smallest inner node of G(δ) with respect to ≤.
The set C always contains all graph nodes that occur in special bags (and thus in S), plus one inner node v(δ), for each maximal 6 clean triangle with at least one inner node. Relation N maintains a bijection between C and an initial segment of ≤. From the auxiliary relations, the relations used for Theorem 7 can be defined as follows.
The relations S and C are used to define a weak partition as follows. Clean triangles with at least two inner nodes become petals of the weak partition. (a 1 , . . . , a b ) of nodes, where an element c ∈ C is in C if and only if c is the m-th element of C with respect to the mapping defined by N , m = ( − 1) log n + j and the j-th bit of a is one. It is easy to see that the relations can be first-order defined from S, N and D τ .
It remains to describe how the auxiliary relations can be initialised and updated. The set C is initially the bag B(r) of the root of T , and S contains the tuple v(r).
The relations D τ are computed in O(log n) inductive steps, each of which can be defined in first-order logic, and therefore this computation can be carried out in AC 1 , thanks to
More precisely, the computation of the relations D τ proceeds inductively in a bottom-up fashion. It starts with triangles δ = (i 0 , i 1 , i 2 ) for which T (δ) has exactly one or two inner tree nodes (i,.e., nodes different from i 0 , i 1 , i 2 ). Since such graphs G(δ) have at most 5 nodes, the type can be determined by a first-order formula.
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For larger triangles, several cases need to be distinguished. We consider the case of a triangle δ = (i 0 , i 1 , i 2 ), for which i 0 has children nodes i 1 and i 2 such that i 1 i 1 and i 2 i 2 . In this case, the type of (G(δ), v(δ),v(i 0 ),v(i 1 ),v(i 2 )) can be determined by the types of
and δ 2 = (i 2 , i 2 , i 2 ). These types are either already computed or the graphs are of size at most 3 and their type can therefore be determined by a first-order formula as before.
The type τ of (
is actually determined by a finite function f as τ = f (τ 0 , τ 1 , τ 2 ) where τ 0 is the MSO depth-d type of (G 0 ,v(i 0 ),v(i 1 ),v(i 2 ) ), where G 0 is the subgraph of G induced by B(i 0 ) ∪ B(i 1 ) ∪ B(i 2 ) and τ 1 and τ 2 are the types of (G(δ 1 ), v(δ 1 ),v(i 1 ),v(i 1 ),v(i 1 ) ) and (G(δ 2 ), v(δ 2 ),v(i 2 ),v(i 2 ),v(i 2 )), respectively. This function can be obtained along the lines described in [11] : the graph G(δ) can be seen as the result of first taking the disjoint union of G 0 , G(δ 1 ), and G(δ 2 ) and afterwards identifying according to the identities induced byv(i 0 ),v(i 1 ) andv(i 2 ).
Finally, we describe how a dynamic program can maintain S and N for log n many changes. The relation D τ is not adapted during the changes. Whenever an edge (u, v) is inserted to or deleted from G, the nodes u and v are viewed as affected. For every affected node u that is not yet in a bag stored in S, a special tree node is selected (in some canonical way) such that u ∈ B(j). Furthermore, if node i is the least common ancestor of j and another special node it becomes special, as well. It is easy to see that when selecting j as a special node, at most one further node becomes special. The tuples v(j) and v(i) (if i exists) are added to S, and N is updated accordingly.
Extension to GSO logic
We finally sketch how the results of this section can be extended to guarded second-order logic (GSO). In a nutshell, GSO extends MSO by guarded second-order quantification. Thus, it syntactically allows to quantify over non-unary relation variables. However, this quantification is semantically restricted: a tuplet = (a 1 , . . . , a m ) can only occur in a quantified relation, if all elements from {a 1 , . . . , a m } occur together in some tuple of the structure, in which the formula is evaluated.
To state the analogue of Proposition 5 for GSO, two definitions need to be modified: GSO indicator structures store information about the respective GSO types instead of MSO types. C-restricted formulas can use GSO-quantifiers only to quantify relations over C, e.g., formulas need to be restricted as in ∃X (∀x (X(x 1 , . . . , x m ) →(C(x 1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ C(x m ))) ∧ ϕ). In the statement of Proposition 5 MSO can simply be replaced by GSO. The proof hardly changes. Of course, there is an additional case for GSO quantification but the types of petals can still be handled by MSO quantification. For Proposition 6, encoding of subsets has to be extended to encoding of subrelations. For the quantification of m-ary relations this encoding has to be done by a (k + m)-ary relation, for some k. Such an encoding only exists, if the number of tuples over C in A is only logarithmic. Analogously, Theorem 7 can be extended.
MSO Optimisation Problems
With the techniques presented in the previous section also MSO definable optimisation problems can be maintained in DynFO for graphs with bounded treewidth. An MSO definable optimisation problem OPT ϕ is induced by an MSO formula ϕ(X) with a free set variable X. Given a graph G with vertex set V , it asks for a set A ⊆ V of minimal 8 size such that G |= ϕ(A).
From the point of view of dynamic programs, such an optimisation problem is just a unary query, that is, the result is defined by some formula ψ(x) with a free first-order variable x. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a strategy for maintaining queries by periodically restarting its computation from scratch and limiting the number of change steps that have to be taken into account. This has been captured in the notion of (C, f )-maintainable queries, and we proved that all (AC 1 , log n)-maintainable, almost domain-independent queries are actually in DynFO. As a consequence, decision and optimisation queries definable in MSO-and GSO-logic are in DynFO for graphs of bounded treewidth. For this, we stated a FefermanVaught-type composition theorem for these logics, which might be interesting in its own right. Though we phrase our results for MSO and GSO for graphs only, their proofs translate swiftly to general relational structures. We believe that our strategy will find further applications. For instance, it is conceivable that interesting queries on planar graphs, such as the shortest-path query, can be maintained for a bounded number of changes using auxiliary data computed by an AC 1 algorithm (in particular since many important data structures for planar graphs can be constructed in logarithmic space and therefore in AC 1 ).
